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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, DEFINITIONS, PROCEDURES AND LIMITATIONS 
The paperback book has assumed a unique status in the 
life of the literary public. Born in a European environment, 
nurtured by technological advances in printing and tempered 
by social, economic and political forces, the paperback has 
enjoyed its greatest success in America.l Its prevalence on 
reading racks in drug stores, supermarkets, newsstands, li-
braries, homes and schools throughout the nation is indeed 
adequate testimony to its popularity. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement 2! ~ Eroblem. Yet, despite its growth 
and subsequent popularity, much controversy exists regarding 
the readability of paperbound books tor use in the nation's 
schools. This problem of readability is, in itselr, com-
prised of three related facets, namely; psychological read-
ability, content readability and format readability. The 
first and second phases of this problem are yet to be in-
vestigaged; however, the purpose of this study was to in-
vestigate the latter phase of this problem in an effort to 
1 Frank L. Schick, Tbe Paperbound Book in America 
(New York: R. R. Bowker Company, 19SB), pj).l-95. 
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learn if the physical format of paperbound books is readable. 
~mportance of the study. Such a study is important in 
three respects. In the first place, since the chief aim of 
publishers in producing paperbacks has been to make books 
which were more economical to both consumer and publisher 
without sacri.ficin~ readability to any great extent, a study 
was needed to see whether publishers have achieved their 
goals in a format which conforms to readability standards. 
Secondly, paperbacks whose content, psychological appeal, 
and format are acceptable could be used more extensively in 
the nation's schools and with a wider variety of techniques 
than is possible with higher-priced clothbound books if read-
ability is acceptable. Finally, a wide variety of paperbound 
books in the classroom could help to meet the range o.f indi-
vidual di.f.ferences among the students at a moderate cost. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
A study o.f the factors of readability in books would 
be incomplete without definitions of basic terms and measure-
ments which occur in the literature on this subject. Among 
these are readability, format, type face, type size, point, 
pica, line length, type boldness, leading, paper quality and 
contrast. These, have become an integral part of the lan-
guage of printers, publishers and researchers in the field • 
II 
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Readability. According to Carmichael and Dearborn,2 
readability may be defined as the ease and accuracy with 
which the printed page lends itself to being read with a 
minimum of visual effort • 
3 
Format. The plan or makeup of a book including its 
physical or mechanical .features such as type style and size, 
length of line and leading, which are, in effect, to be 
considered in further discussions in this study, is called 
format. Briefly stated, both format and readability are 
related since the format of a book is one of the factors 
contributing to the book's readability. 
!z2! ~· Type style or type face refers to the 
configuration or design of the type. Various styles of type 
are used under different circumstances depending upon the 
purpose for which the type is utilized, whether, for example, 
it is used for newspaper print or advertizing. Types, more-
over, have adopted traditional names such as Cheltenham, 
Bodoni, Antique, Roman and American Typewriter. The size of 
these different styles of type is measured 1n terms of points 
Points, picas !9! ~ length. One point is equal to 
.0138 inch. Twelve of these points equal 1 pica and six 
2 Leonard Caraichael, and Walter Dearborn, Readins 
and Visual Fatigue (Cmabridge: The Riverside Press, l947T, II ====::=::=jt====::IP~•!::=l~0~2~· A..!;:;-=-:--··-.=c;;c.,-,;;;c.::c=~=~"·"·" -·· .. ···c;~ •. ;,:_:c=."'~--=·-===============11===== 
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Ill pioas equal 1 inch. Since twelve points equal 1 pica, six ,, 
I' 
11 picas equal 72 points.. Therefore, a line of print two inches 
II 
jj long measures 12 picas and a line three inches long measures 
/l 18 picas. The measurement of a line of print in picas is 
iJ thus referred to as, line length. 
!I 
II !u!, boldness. Although the style and size of type 
!l 
11 may remain constant, it may vary in boldness which ia depen-
H II 
11 dent upon the width or thickness o:r the lines 1n its con-
i! figuration.) Boldness is commonly expressed as light, 
II 
IJ medium, bold or extra-bold, with lighter lines of print 
I configuration in the former and, o:t course, heavier lines 
in the latter. 
II 
lj h 
ji 
t! 
Leading. The utilization o:t leading as an e:tfective 
means to increase readability involves the varying of space 
or distance between the lines o:t print. A lead is simply 
a strip of metal used to separate lines of type. A ten point 
type on a 10 point body would mean that the distance bet•een 
the lines of print would be ten points, the same as the size 
o:t type. A ten point type on an 11 point body would mean 
that the distance between the lines o:t print was one point 
wider than the size o:t type. In the :former instance the type 
is expressed as being set solid, while in the latter instance 
3 Leonard Carmichael, and Walter Dearborn, Read1nf 
and Visual Fatigue (Cambridge: The Riverside Press, 1947 , 
p:-164. ----
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it is expressed as being set with one point of leading. 
Paper quality ~ contrast. Two factors which were 
considered in close relationship in the literature on the 
format of the printed page were paper quality and contrast. 
Paper quality does not refer to the materials which con-
stitute paper makeup, but rather to ita texture which is 
expressed in terms of dull or glazed finish. Contrast is 
5 
concerned with the brightness re~~tionship between the print 
and paper in which case color o:f' ink and paper are of sig-
ni.ficance.4 Both paper quality and contrast comprise the 
background o:f' the printed text wnich is, in effect, one of 
the contributing factors toward readability. 
III. PROCEDURES USED 
The procedures utilized in conducting this investi-
gation included the development ot a rating seale and chart 
on the typographical features of the printed page, the 
sampling o:f' the paperbounds currently on the market from 
publishers issuing five or more copies in 1958 and the 
application of the rating scale· to this sampling.5 Only 
with the completion of the three steps as outlined above 
4 Miles Tinker, and Donald Paterson, How to Make !!£! 
Readable (New York: Harper and Brothers, 194~ P7 !;37 
5 "Publishers' Output in 1958," Publishers' Weekly, 
175:43, January 19, 1959. 
6 
was the study effected. 
The rating scale. Exper~ental research on the typo-
graphic variables of print provided the basis for the assign• 
ment of values to, and subsequent development of a rating 
scale to be used 1n the evaluation of format in paperbound 
books. An examination of the literature discussed herein 
revealed that seven major factors contributed to the read-
ability of printed text. These were then listed in descend-
ing order of importance as indicated in the research. Such 
elements as type face, type size, type boldness, leading, 
line length, contrast of print with background and paper 
quality were listed and assigned highest numerical values of 
6, 6, 6, 4,, 4, 2 and 1, respectively, with lowest values f'or 
the variables set at o. For the intermediate ranges, lesser 
numerical values were assigned to less preferred styles of 
type, sizes or elements of typographic features as depicted 
1n the chart 1n Figure 1. In this way, a scale was developed 
with a numerical value of' 29 as the highest possible read-
abilitJ value. 
In the upper lef't portion of the chart spaces were 
provided to indicate the category of paperbounds, either 
fiction or non-f'iotion, and their sub-classification such as 
biography, western, sports, history or adventure. Moreover, 
space for additional inf'ormatio~ including the title of the 
book, its author and publisher was allowed. The upper right 
7 
portion of the chart contained a listing of the major factors 
affecting readability which were included in the scale. The 
spaces in this listing were provided for a summary and total 
of the assigned readability values which were derived in 
evaluating the paperbounds according to the scale. Thus1 
with this chart arrangement. the readability value for each 
paperback could be seen at a glance. 
'fhe sampling ~ paperbounds. The paperbound sampling 
was based on the 1958 publication statistics which were 
listed as follows: the number of fiction titles for 1958 
was 886 and the number of non-fiction titles was 797. giving 
a total of 1.,683 paperbound titles for 1958.6 Percentages 
for the total fiction and non-fiction figures were derived 
by dividing 1.,683, the total number of paperbounds., by 886 
and 797. These quotients., therefore., established percentages 
of 52.6 and 47.4 for fiction titles and non-fiction titles 
respectively~ 
The total number of paperbacks evaluated 1n this 
sampling was 219 titles or the equivalent of 13 per cent of 
the 1958 total publication figure. Of these 219 titles, 
one hundred fifteen or 52.6 per cent were non-fiction and 
one hundred four or 47.4 per cent were fiction. Thus., the 
sampling of fiction titles gained slight priority over those 
6 •Publishers' Output in 1958," Publishers' Weekly, 
175:43. January 19., 1959. 
8 
in the non-fiction category. 
Paperbacks from the presses of thirty-eight publishers 
were sampled on the basis of 10 per cent of the publishers' 
19.58 output.? Jvloreover, to insure validity, a check was 
made on the names of the publishers included in the sampling 
by referring to the publishers' book listings.8 In this 
way, the amount of books under evaluation was dependent 
upon the amount published in 19.58 by each paperback pub-
lisher, thus giving both small and l8~ge publishing firms 
equal status percentage-wise. 
Application of rating scale to sampling. The check on 
the sampling was effected by means of calipers and a printer's 
rule, with unit eradations in points and picas. l·1easure.ments 
of type size, line length and leading were made; and their 
corresponding assigned readability values were checked on 
the rating chart. These were then recorded in the appro-
priate spaces on the rating chart. Printers' samples of 
type boldness, type face and paper-ink impressions were also 
compared with their counterparts in the format of the paper-
backs and the readability values for each were ascertained. 
In no way was any tabulation of total readability values 
7 "Publishers' Output in 19.58," Publishers' Weekly, 
17.5:43-46, January 19, 19.59. 
8 "AlPhabetical Listings,n PaPerbound Books in Print, 
4:1, Winter,-19.58. 
!:L" ---- : . . 
made until the completion of the sampling procedures. This 
rule was strictly observed in order to insure against any 
bias affecting the sampling. 
9 
In addition, the sampling of paperbacks was effected 
in a tri-state area which included Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island and Connecticut. Bookstores, drug stores, and super-
markets in Boston, Cambridge, Fall River and New Bedford in 
Massachusetts, Providence, Rhode Island and New Haven, 
Connecticut were the locations where such sampling took 
place. This was, in short, planned so that the evaluation 
of paperbacks would not be localized to any particular 
geographical area in which there would be a preponderance 
of one type of paperbacks or a limited category of paper-
backs. 
Upon completion of the sampling procedures and the 
recording of readability values for the features of format, 
included in the rating chart, final tabulations of these 
readability values were effected. All values recorded for 
each typographic element were totalled and their sum recorded 
as the total readability value for that particular paperback. 
In a further refinement of this data, average readability 
values for each typographic variable for each publisher were 
arrived at by adding the readability values assigned to each 
typographic variable and dividing this figure by the number 
of books sampled from that particular publisher. This same 
10 
procedure was utilized, moreover, in establishing the total 
average readability value for each publisher--a numerical 
value derived from the addition of the total readability 
value for each book sampled from the publisher and the di-
vision of this sum by the total number of books included in 
the publisher's sample. The data obtained through these 
computations were then included in tables contained herein. 
Furthermore, additional tables were made in which each 
publisher's 1958 output and values for 10 per cent of these 
figures were listed and the percentages of fiction and non-
fiction from this sampling recorded as illustrated in the 
tables. 
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
With the great interdependence of typographic vari-
ables as one of the most significant factors contributing 
to the difficulties inherent in evaluating the format of 
printed text, certain limitations related to a study of this 
type must be considered. Although these limitations may be 
few in number, they had, an effect, however minor, on the 
evaluation procedures conducted in this work. 
~ !!£!• The basic patterns of type face have been 
traditional ones, dating back to the early age of printing. 
With the passage of t~e, however, these older type faces 
have become modified and modern type patterns have resulted•; 
:: 
:I 
! 
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11 I 
II 
Research on type faces which is discussed in the following I 
chapter has established the type faces listed in the rating 
chart, used in this study, as being the most preferred types 
11
1 
with the exception of American typewriter type and cloister 
black. No patterns of modified modern type were included in ,I 
the rating chart although the research indicates, but does 
not present any experimental evidence, that a~ost any type 
other than the two mentioned were acceptable. In view of 
this, any nomenclature referring to modern types was omitted 
since the lack of exper~ental research did not warrant its 
inclusion in the chart. On the other hand, no unfavorable 
comment regarding modern type face was available in the 
research studied. Therefore, any modern type face which was 
not included in the chart received a readability value of 
five in the sampling, since it was neither defined as a most 
preferred type, nor a least preferred one. 
~ configuration ~ !12! bodx. The relationship 
between type configuration and type body also presented a 
limitation. If a printed letter did not cover the entire 
area or type body upon which it sat, an effect of leading 
resulted. An actual type size may have been, for example, 
eight points in unit value. However, if the letter outline 
did not fill the entire area of the type body, the letter 
size was not, in fact, eight points. With this factor 
present, the measurements of type size and leading were thus 
i 
12 
effected with utmost care in order to obtain reliable data. 
Climatic conditions. Heat and humidity have created 
problems in the drying of ink on different types of paper 
surface.9 Temperature and humidity levels must contribute 
cooperatively to insure good drying conditions. Moreover, 
if such conditions are not favorable, ink may expand, thus 
enlarging the letter configuration. Since the units of 
measurement for print are so minute, a point being the 
equivalent of .0138 inch, slight variations in letter size 
could affect such measurements of type or type boldness. 
With the use of new chemicals as drying agents in ink cam-
position, however, expansion due to climatic conditions has 
been limited.lO Although the inter-action of humidity, 
temperature and ink were not slighted, the end results of 
such a combination were, after all, determined as being the 
responsibility of the printer. Thus, the measurements 
derived from this study regarding type size or boldness were 
still considered in the final evaluation despite this limit-
ing factor. 
Paperback covers. In a study of the readability of 
9 Holland Ink Corporation of America. "Ink Drying 
Facts," Technical Bulletin l• pp. 1-~. 1958. 
10 Ibid.- P• ~. 
13 
paperback books, it may be assumed that a consideration of 
the cover would be in order. However, this study was con-
cerned only with the features of the printed page. Indeed, 
the definition of readability itself limited the scope of 
this work to a study of the printed page--an examination of 
its features and how they lent themselves to being read with! 
' 
minimum visual effort. In this respect, therefore, this 
study was limited, since it remained within the area of the 
definition of readability--an area which was concerned with 
that which lay between the paperback covers rather than the 
covers themselves. 
Organization £! remainder gf thesis. ti With a discus- :; 
"! 
>! 
sion of the technical terms, the construction of a rating i 
chart, the paperbound sampling procedures and the 11mita-
i! 
tiona of this study completed; the following chapter will b•l 
devoted to a discussion of the previous research on the 
readability of the printed page. Finally, the results of 
this study will be reported in the concluding chapter. 
;i 
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CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
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Investigation of the research on the features of for- I! 
II mat readability in books revealed that the diverse studies 
in this field., which have been based on experimentation, are 
characterized by two important factors. Differences in the 
modes of experimentation accompanied by a lack of control of 
typographic variables existed, thus making the task of ob-
taining values which were., more or less, basic or standard-
ized somewhat difficult for the researcher. 
I. STUDIES BASED ON EXPER~NTAL METHODS 
Modes £! experimentation. Among the various modes of 
experimentation utilized., four were the bases for many stud-
ies of readability. The speed of reading or reading rate 
method, the distance method, the tachistoscopic method and a 
combination of both the distance and tachistoscopic methods 
were the methods most used in experiments on readability 
li 
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The reading rate method was based on the assumption Jj 
that speed was directly affected by format of printed mater- 1
1 
data.ll 
ial; whereas the distance method was quite different in that 
11 Leonard Carmichael, and Walter Dearborn, Reading 
~ Visual Fatigue (Cambridge: The Riverside Press, 1941), 
p. 10'2. 
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the distance between the reading material and the subject 
was varied until the subject could no longer discern the 
printing. Tachistoscopic methods used were based on brief 
exposure, in portions of seconds, of printed matter which the 
subject either recognized or failed to recognize upon sight. 
The fourth method was one in which printed reading material 
of different sizes was presented to the subject at constant 
rather than varied distances. In view of the variety of 
experiMental methods, as outlined here, the difficulty of 
maintaining any constancy with regard to typograPhic vari-
ables became more evident. 
Factors affecting fo~at readability. Gray and 
Leary,l2 in composing a list of possible factors of read-
ability in books and other printed materials, included the 
format or mechanical features of a book as being of profound 
importance. Among the factors listed were type face, type 
size, line length, type boldness, leading, paper quality and 
contrast of print with paper. It was, however, the work of 
Tinker and Paterson, Luokiesh and Moss, Burtt and Basch and 
other experbnenters in the field who conducted extensive 
research and study and eventually assigned values which made 
more meaningful the variable features of printed format. 
12 William Gray, and Bernice Leary, ~ Makes ~ ~ 
Readable (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935), 
pp. 295-296. 
I 
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In experiments determining 
the readability of ten type faces, with the distance method, 
Tinker and Websterl3 discovered significant differences when I. 
Scotch Roman type was compared with Antique, Cheltenham, 
American Typewriter, Old Style, Caslon or Garam.ond. No sig-
nificant differences were found with respect to reading rate,! 
however, in comparisons between Scotch Ro.man, Bodoni, Old 
Style, Caslon, Kabel Light~ Antique, Garamond or Cheltenham. 
American Typewriter type was read 5.1 per cent more slowly 
than Scotch Roman typ~ and Cloister Black, moreover, retarded 
the rate to a greater degree than American Typewriter type. 
Thus, in this earlier experiment Scotch Roman seemed the best 
type face for speed of reading while American Typewriter and 
Cloister Black were judged as the poorest.l4 
Another study conducted by H. E. Burtt and c. Basch~5 
who compared Bodoni, Baskerville and Cheltenham type faces 
• 
for legibility was concluded in favor of Cheltenham. More-
over, Tinker and Paterson in a text, which is, not only a 
13 H. A. Webster, and M. A. Tinker, "The Influence of 
Type Face on the Legibility of Print,• Journal 2! ~Eplied 
Psychology, 19:145-147, 1935. 
14 D. G. Paterson, and M. A. Tinker, "Studies of 
Typographical Factors Influencing Speed of Reading," Journal 
!! Applied Psxehology, 16:605-613, 1932. 
15 H. E. Burtt, and c. Basch, "Le§ibility of Bodoni, 
Baskerville, Roman and Cheltenham Types, Journal £! AEplied 
Psxeholosy, 7:237-245, 1923. 
ll 
·-4 --·· 
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typographer's manual, but also a summary of their previous 
experiments on type, indicated that there was an advantage 
to Cheltenham and Antique types over all others with the 
differences of other types being negligible, with the excep-
tion, however, of American Typewriter and Cloister Black.l6 
Experiments ~ ~ sizes. Griffing and Franzl7 com• 
pared 2.5 and 4.5 type sizes and 3, 4.5, 9 and 17 point type 
sizes by using tachistoscopic methods. The results of this 
t<. il study were significant in that larger types were, in every 
II ~ ! 
:I 
li 
li 
;I II 
I! 
II 
I• I! II 
!i II ,, 
il 
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ii 
!! il 
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instance, more readable. Paterson and Tinker verified these 
findings in comparing the eye movements made in the reading 
of six point and 14 point type to those made in the reading 
of ten point type.l8 An increase in the total perception 
time, fixations and regressive movements prevailed with 6 
point type. With 14 point type, however, the number of fix-
ations increased but the time span per fixation decreased.l9 
16 M. Tinker, and D. Paterson, How to Make ~ 
Readable (New York: Harper and Brothera;-194o!;:P. 146. 
17 H. Griffing, and s. Franz, "On the Conditions of 
Fatigue in Reading," Payehologieal Review, 3:513-530, 1896. 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
'I II 
II 
18 Donald Paterson, and Miles Tinker, "Influence of r 
Size of Type on Eye Movements," Journal~ Applied Psycholos,J 
26:227-230, 1942. WI 
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19 Ibid., p. 229. II 
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Moreover, a corresponding decrease in the number o£ regres-
sions was indicated. In another reading rate experiment 
Paterson and Tinker compared 11 point versus 8 point type and 
11 point ve~aua 6 point type.20 The conclusions arrived at 
through this research indicated some superiority for larger 
as contrasted with smaller type. In view of the foregoing. 
it appeared that larger type was most satisfactory for pur-
poses of high readability. 
Summarizing previous experiments on type size, Paterson 
and Tinker emphasized the difficulties encountered by re-
searchers in determining the effects of type size and reading 
rate without either controlling or varying leading and line 
width.21 However, they have established a range of units for 
type sizes with upper and lower limits in recommending type 
size variations from 8 to 12 points.22 Moreover, both of 
these specialists have stressed 11 point type as the most 
preferred size, and sizes below 8 points as being least pre-
ferred.23 Since type which was either too small in size or 
20 D. Paterson, and M. Tinker, "Eye Movements in 
Reading Type Sizes in Optimal Line Widths," Journal~ 
Educational Psychology, 34:80-83, 1943. 
21 Miles Tinker, and Donald Paterson, How to Make 1Z£! 
Readable (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1940r;-p:-1~ 
22 ~·· p. 148. 
23 Ibid., p. 149. 
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too large in size had a tendency to slow down the reading 
rate; and since there was a lack of more conclusive data 
based on experimentation such as that mentioned herein. it 
seemed that this would be a reasonable range for type size. 
Experiments ~ ~ length. In addition to type face 
and type size, another readability factor considered was line 
length. A review of previous studies conducted by Buckingham 
with the use of his specialized formula,24 Tinker and 
Paterson. with the use of the reading rate experimental meth-
od,25 and Luckiesh and Moss with the distance method26 re-
vealed the impracticibility of separating size of type, line 
length and leading in view of the obvious relationships in-
volved and their interdependence. Therefore, in the follow-
ing discussion both type size and leading are considered in 
conjunction with line length. 
The reading materials utilized by Tinker and Paterson 
24 B. R. Bu.ck:ingham, "New Data on the Typography of 
Textbooks," National Social Studies Education Yearbook, 
]0:99, 105, 1931. 
25M. A. Tinker, and D. G. Paterson, "Studies of 
Typographical Factors Influencing Speed of Reading," Journal 
~ Applied Psychology, 15:78, 1931• 
26 M. Luck:iesh, and F. Moss. "Criteria of Readability, 
Journal ~ Experimental Psychology:., 27:268-269, 1940. 
27 M. A. Tinker. and D. G. Paterson. £E• ~., 
pp. 72-78. 
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included printed passages whose line length. type size and 
leading varied simultaneousl7. Type sizes of 6, 8, 10, 12 
and 14 po1nts set solid with line lengths of 68, 72, ao. 97 
and 115 millimeters, respectively. were compared individually 
with 10 point type set solid and an 80 millimeter line length 
In this instance, the speed of reading wa~ retarded only in 
the case of the 6 point type, 68 millimeter line. However. 
these same researchers concluded from their later studies 
that a definite range of optimal line length existed; and 
moreover, that a variation in line length. either shorter or 
longer than this so called optimal range, retarded the read-
ing rate.28 In further amplification of this statement, they 
set the recommended average line length at nineteen picas 
which was, in effect, slightly over three inches.29 
Experiments ~ leading. Another early experiment in 
which type size and leading were varied was conducted by 
Bentley.30 Type size was held constant at 12 points while 
leading in values from 0 to 9 points was utilized in reading 
rate studies. The results showed a steady increase in read-
28 D. G. Paterson, and M. A. Tinker, "Intluenee of 
Line Width on Eye Movements," Journal£! Experimental 
Psychology, 27:572, 1940. 
29 Miles Tinker, and Donald Paterson, How to Make !1P! 
Readable (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1940r;-p:-1~ 
30M. Bentley, "Leading and Legibility," Psychological 
Monographs, 30:48-61, 1921. 
21 
ing speed with increased widths 0f leading from solid set to 
3 points. However~ the rate remained constant from 3 to 6 
points~ increased considerably at 7 points and decreased 
thereafter. In addition, Tinker and Paterson indicated that 
2 point leaded text significantly increased the reading rate 
when 10 point type, an 80 millimeter, or 19 pica, line length 
and leading values of 11 2 and 4 points were tested.31 Fur· 
ther experiments on l~ne length, leading, type face and size 
in newsprint, moreover, substantiated Tinker and Patersoata 
conclusions that for each printing situation, leading must be 
considered in relation to type size and other typographic 
variables.32 Nevertheless1 2 points remained, from their 
exper~ents, as the measure of leading which was moat prefer-
red within their opt~um range of values for line length and 
type size for efficient reading. 
Experiments 22 !IE! boldness. Type boldness was the 
primary consideration of Luckiesh and Moss in an experiment 
on four different degrees of boldness which included reading 
materials printed in light, medium, bold and extra-bold type 
31 D. G. Paterson, and M. A. Tinker, "Studies of 
Typographical Factors Influencing Speed of Reading,~ Journal 
2! Applied Psyeholo!l, 16:397, 1932. 
32 M. A. Tinker, and D. G. Paterson, •Legibility of 
Newsprint," Psychological Bulletin, 36:634~ 1939• 
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face.33 Significant differences in the rate of blinking were 
observed, but no significant differences in the rate of read-
ing was indicated by this experiment. However, more positive 
results were achieved by Roethlein34 in an earlier exper~ent 
which showed that heavier-faced types were more legible than 
light-faced ones. Roethlein concluded, moreover, that the 
optimum range of boldness lay somewhere between the bold type 
faces and light type faces. Thus, a type face of medium 
boldness was determined as being most preferred for ease of 
reading. 
Other studies on type boldness and type form give add-
ed support to Roethlein's conclusions. Findings by Tinker 
and Paterson indicated that type faces of so called medium 
boldness printed in lower-case letters were more legible and 
could be read faster than type in all capitals.35 From fur-
ther review of the research on this specific topic of lower 
versus higher-case letters, it was evident that experimenter• 
were 1n general agreement on the marked advantages or lower-
case type in contributing to increased speed of reading. 
33 M. Luckiesh, and F. Moss, "Criteria of Readability," 
Journal £! Experimental Psychology, 27:265, 1940. 
34 B. E. Roethlein, "The Relative Legibility of 
Different Faces of Printing_Types," American Journal .2! 
Psychology, 23:34, 1912. 
35 M. A. Tinker, and D. G. Paterson, "Influence of 
Type.Form.s on Speed of Reading," Journal of Applied 
PsJchologz, 12:368, 1928. 
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Experiments ~ paper quality, prin~ ~ background. 
Readability was not only concerned with printed symbols, but 
also with the paper surface on which they were printed. 
Therefore, researchers undertook studies on paper quality and 
contrast of printed text with paper in efforts to determine 
their effects on the format of the printed page. In a read-
ing rate experiment, Tinker and Paterson found that speed of 
reading increased significantly for black print on a dull, 
white paper surface than for other paper-color schemes with 
which they experimented.36 Luckiesh and Moss, however, var-
ied the paper colors, but did not vary the color of ink 1n a 
t~ed reading study.37 The results of this study showed 
black print on cream-tinted paper to be the most satisfactory 
printed surface, since the frequency of blinking was low with 
the use of this combination. Another study conducted by 
Betts,38 moreover, was concluded in favor of cream-tinted 
paper which was found to be contributory to high readability 
standards. Summarizing the experiments in this area, Tinker 
36 D. G. Paterson, and M. A. Tinker, "Studies of 
Typographical Factors Influencing Speed ot Reading, " Journal 
£! Applied Psychology, 15:241-247, 1931. 
37 M. Luckiesh, and F. Moss, "Visibility and 
Readability of Print on White and Tinted Papers," Sight 
Saving Review, 8:123-134, 1938. 
38 E. A. Betts, "~ Study of Paper as a Factor in Type 
Visibility," Optometrists• Weekly, 33:229-233, 1942. 
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and Paterson concluded that: "In-combining colors, care must 
be taken to produce a printed page which shows a max~um 
I brightness contrast between print and background."39 
Ill Although black print on a white paper surface was used I most cOMmonly because it probably represented the maximum 
!1 brightness contrast stressed by Tinker and Paterson, the 
research mentioned above indicated an advantage to cream-
tinted paper in the promotion of good visual conditions with 
a min~um of eyestrain in prolonged reading situations. 
Paper quality or texture was judged a much less sig-
nificant factor 1n the available research than the other 
typographic factors discussed herein. No significant differ-
ences were found in comparisons of dull and glazed surface 
papers in studies conducted by Paterson and Tinker40 and 
Stanton and Burtt.41 However, Tinker and Paterson concluded 
in later research that a loss of legibility due to eyestrain 
or fatigue could result from reading materials printed on a 
glazed paper surface.42 Therefore, these specialists recam• 
39 D. G. Paterson, and M. A. Tinker, "Studies of 
Typographical Factors Influencing Speed of Reading," Journal 
2f Applied Psychology, 15:479, 1931. 
40 ~·· 20:128-131, 1936. 
41 F. H. Stanton, and H. E. Burtt, "The Influence of 
Surface and Tint of Paper on Speed of Reading,• Journal 2£ 
Applied Psychology, 19:683-693, 1935. 
42 Miles Tinker, and Donald Paterso~, How to Make !l£! 
RAadabla (Ne}!LYork: Harner and Brothers. l940J.p::-l.?4• 
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mended a dull finish paper to insure legibility under poor 
visual oonditions.43 
II. STUDIES BASED ON SURVEY METHODS 
Research on the features of format readability in 
books was not only based on exper~entation, but also on 
survey or reader preference studies. Such articles as those 
which appeared in many popular magazines and book review 
sections of periodicals and newspapers, while both interest-
ing and informative, were characterized by a prevalence of 
statements regarding format which were not considered wholly 
valid since a lack of supporting facts was evident.44 More-
over, Gray and Leary45, in discussing the factors contribut-
ing to readability in books, conducted surveys whose results 
were dependent upon opinions of teachers, doctors, librarians 
and others interested in reading activities. That the cri-
teria on readability derived from studies or this type would 
be of far less value than information gained through control-
led studies based on experimentation became quite apparent. 
43 Miles Tinker, and Donald Paterson, How to Make !z2! 
Readable (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1940r;-p;-1~ 
44 Article, "Format Keeps Improv1ng, 0 in New York 
Herald Tribune Paperback Section, January 18, 19;9; PP• 4 
and 29. 
45 William Gray, and Bernice Leary, What Makes a Book 
Readable (Chicago: University of Chicago PreiS; 19351,-
P• 306. ========~===============-=·=-=---=-=--~"'==============================:====~~========~======= 
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III. VALIDITY OF RESEARCH BASED ON EXPERIMENTATION 
In view of the foregoing. the values assigned to the 
variables of printed format were arrived at through research 
and experimentation which have been discussed herein. Of the 
different investigations of typographic features of reading 
materials. the studies conducted by Tinker and Paterson seam 
to be most reliable because of the experimental method used 
and the degree to which typographic factors were controlled. 
The mode of experimentation most frequently used by them was 
the reading rate method already described. With the use of 
this method. moreover. a reading situation which closely 
• 
resembled the actual or normal reading situation was main-
tained; whereas modes of investigation such as the distance 
and tachistoscopic methods or combinations thereof. tended to 
create artificial reading conditions by varying distances 
between the subject and reading matter. In addition. Tinker 
and Paterson controlled their aeries of studies on type face. 
type size, leading. line length and other elements by holding 
some factors constant and varying others. Such controlled 
investigation was especially evident in their studies of 
typographic features in newsprint. Because of their reli-
ability. much of the values or optimum range of values as-
signed to typographic features of reading materials by Tinker 
and Paterson. were subsequently used as guides in the invest-
" cud:i nn nf' thA nhva ·ical fn:rm.A t of nanerbound books .. 
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IV. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
A summary of the research on the features of a read-
able page revealed difficulties in experimentation due to the 
great interdependence of typographic variables and their 
difficulty to control. However, certain basic elements 
essential to good format were ult~ately arrived at through 
these experiments as indicated by the following. 
!121 !!!!• Type face of either the Cheltenham or 
Antique styles was preferred; however, any design other than 
American Typewriter or Cloister Black was acceptable. 
liE! !!!!• The size of this type configuration varied 
in a range from 8 to 12 points, with 11 point type being the 
most preferred size and sizes below 8 points as least pre-
ferred in readability value. 
!zE! boldness. Boldness ot type design, in addition, 
varied from medium to bold in thickness while higher and 
lower values were judged less legible. 
~ lepsth ~ leading. Line length was set at 
approximately 19 picaa or slightly over 3 inches with 2 
points of leading since these values were moat readable. 
Paper quality ~ contrast. Finally, a printed page 
with black ink on cream-tinted paper of dull finish was 
• 
• 
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determined to be the optimum printed surface. These were, in 
short, the criteria which represented printed text whose 
format was highly readable • 
I 
I, 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
I 
I, With the completion or the review or research estab-
lishing preferred values for typographic features. the con• 
struction of the rating scale and the subsequent sampling of 
I paperbacks. computations were made for each or the typo-
II 
II 
graphic variables concerned. The results or these computa-
tions and their analyses are discussed below. 
I. THE NATURE OF THE SAMPLING 
Summary g! books sampled. A summary of books sampled. 
as Listed in Table I, indicated that 219 books or 13 per cent 
of the total 1958 publication figure of 1,683 paperbacks was 
evaluated. These 219 books represented. moreover. 10 per 
oent or the 1958 output of each of the thirty-eight publishers 
included in the study. This 10 per cent ratio resulted in 
samplings from publishers such aa Doubleday and Company which 
published as many as 338 books in 1958 and from Littlefield, 
Adams and Company and Oxford Book Company which published aa 
few as five paperbacks each. The ratio of 10 per cent seemed 
valid since it insured a controlled sampling from each pub-
lisher, with large or small 1958 production figures. It 
allowed more representation in the study from a publisher 
====~==================================~==== 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF BOOKS SAMPLED 
Publisher 
Ace Books 
Avon Publishing Company 
Ballantine Books 
Bantam Books 
Barnes and Noble 
Barron's Educational Series 
Beacon Press 
Berkley Publishing Corporation 
Dell Publishing Company 
Doubleday and Company 
Dover Publications 
Fawcett Publications 
Fearon Publishers 
Grove Preas 
Indiana University Preas 
Liberal Arts Preas 
Littlefield. Adams and Company 
Meridian Books 
Modern Library 
Monarch Books 
New American Library 
New Directions Press 
Noble and Noble Publishers 
Noonday Press 
Oxford Book Company 
Peaguin Books 
Pocket Books Incorporated 
Popular Library 
Pyramid Books 
Regnery,. Henry and Companr 
Sagamore Press 
University of California Press 
University of Chicago Press 
University of Pittsburgh Press 
University of Wisconsin Press 
Van Wostrand. D. and Company 
Viking Press 
Vintage Books 
Publisher'• 
1958 
output 
63 
117 
34 
103 
24 
13 56 
76 
103 
3(.~ 
1~ 
6 
50 
32 
14 
5 
27 li 
123 
17 
7 
13 
5 
66 
142 
107 
75 
22 
10 
45 
72 
13 
12 
92 
93 
16 
30 
Total 
books sampled 
6 
12 
3 
10 
2 
1 
6 
8 
10 
3t 
13 
1 
5 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
12 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
14 
11 
8 
2 
1 
5 
7 
1 
1 
9 
9 
2 
' 
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with more books on the market; yet it gave proportionate 
representation to the publisher with less market-bound book~ 
In short. the 10 per cent sampling o£ each o£ the thirty-
eight publishers' 1958 output insured a controlled. repre-
,, 
" 
sentati ve sampling which neither discriminated against. nor (I 
_favored one publisher over another. 
Fiction !E! non-fiction percentages. The percent-
:i 
ages of fiction and non-fiction included in each sampling l! 
·I ;i 
shown in Table II ranged from 0 per cent to 100 per cent. i 
Although these figures seemed misleading., they resulted from 
the faet that some paperback publishers such as Ace Books or! 
i 
·l 
Barnes and Noble, for example., printed a majority of fietion 1 
and of non-fiction paperbacks, respectively. In view of 
this, the nature of the sampling., whether it was predomin-
;; 
antly fiction or non-fiction., depended largely upon the type,J 
of paper.ack issued by a particular publisher. 
II. READABILITY VALUES FOR TYPOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 
~ !!!!• If the nature of the paperback sampling 
varied in the number of books sampled per publisher and in 
fiction or non-fiction classification, so too did the 
average readability values for type size. type boldness., 
type face and line length, which are summarized in Table 
III. The average readability values for type size, seen in 
Table III., column 2, ranged from 1.80 to 5.00 with no 
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TABLE II 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF FICTION 
AND NON-FICTION BOOKS IN SAMPLING 
• 
h 
I· 
j1 
" i; I! ,. 
I· '· 
t· I! 
il :1 
i II 
Total lumber Per cent Number Per cent Total 1: 
Publisher 1958 of of of of book• !i 
output fiction fiction non-fiction non-fiction sampled · 
i 
j ~ 
'i li Ace Books 63 6 100.0 0 o.o 6 
1! Avon Publishing Company 117 12 100.0 0 o.o 12 II Ballant ina Books 34 2 66.6 1 33.3 3 
i' Ban tam. Books 103 7 70.0 3 30.0 10 il Barnes and Noble 24 0 o.o 2 100.0 2 l' 
·1 Barron' a Educational Series 13 1 100.0 0 o.o 1 ! ~ I 
i Beacon-Press 56 1 16.6 5 83.3 6 1! I Berkley Publishing Corporation 76 6 15.0 2 25.0 8 
1Dell Publishing Company 103 9 90.0 1 10.0 10 
•1 Doubleday and Company 338 4 12.0 30 aa.o 34 II Dover Publications 1~ 0 o.o 4 100.0 4 IJ Fawcett Publications 13 100.0 0 o.o 13 
!: Fearon Publishers 6 0 o.o 1 100.0 1 : 
II Grove Pres a 50 4 80.0 1 20.0 5 i 
, Indiana University Preas 32 0 o.o 3 100.0 3 
11 Liberal Arts Preas 14 0 o.o 1 100.0 1 
ii Littlefield, Adame and Company 5 0 o.o l 100.0 1 
!i Meridian Books 21 0 o.o 3 100.0 3 
!i Modern Library 14 l 100.0 0 o.o 1 
i· Monarch Books 6 :1 100.0 0 o.o 1 
1
, New American Library 123 6 50.0 6 50.0 12 
il New Directions Press 17 2 100.0 0 o.o 2 
I! Noble and Noble Publishers 7 0 o.o 1 100.0 1 \N 
!I Noonday Press 13 1 100.0 0 o.o 1 N 
,. 
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TABLE II (continued) 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF FICTION 
AND NON•FICTION BOOKS IN SAMPLING 
II - _ .... _ .. ... .. ___ .._ _ .... .... . 
-.L- 0 lllil J. rtum.oer .r-er cenll Number I 
' I Publisher 1958 ot ot of 
e 
Per cent Total 
of books 
i. output fiction fiction non-fiction non-fiction sampled 
!!================================================ li Oxford Book Company 
I! Penguin Books 
: Pocket Books Incorporated 
1
1 
Popular Library 
Pyramid Books 
. Regnery, Henry and Company 
I 
Sagamore Press 
University of California Presa 
1 University of Chicago Press 
! University of Pittsburgh Press 
·~~: University of Wisconsin Press 
Van Nostrand, D. and Company 
1 Viking Preas 
6~ 
142 
107 
75 
22 
10 
45 
72 
13 
12 
92 
93 
16 
0 o.o 
3 i~·:g 9 
10 91.0 
6· 75.0 
0 o.o 
1 100.0 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
1 100.0 
0 o.o 
0 o.o 
8 89.0 
1 50.0 
1 100.0 1 
~ 57.0 7 36.0 14 
1 9.0 11 
2 25.0 8 
2. 100.0 2 
0 o.o 1 
5 100.0 5 
7 100.0 7 
0 o.o 1 
1 100.0 1 
9 100.0 9 
1 11.0 9 
1 50.0 2 11 Vintage Books 
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TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF AVERAGE READABILITY VALUES 
FOR TYPE SIZE, TYPE BOLDNESS, TYPE FACE, LINE LENGTH 
Publisher Type size Type boldness Type faoe Line length 
Aoe Books 
Avon Publishing Company 
Ballantine Books 
Bantam Books 
Barnes and Noble 
Barron's Educational Series 
Beacon Press 
Berkley Publishing Corporation 
Dell Publishing Company 
Doubleday and Company 
Dover Publications 
Fawcett Publications 
Fearon Publishers 
Grove Press 
Indiana University Press 
Liberal Arts Press 
Littlefield, AdaMs and Company 
Meridian Books 
Modern Library 
Monarch Books 
New American Library 
New Directions Press 
Noble and Noble Publishers 
Noonday Press 
Oxford Book Company 
----· -:. ::,._. ·:-.-:.· ·"-~· 
2.5 
2.3 
3·7 2.5 
3.0 5.0 
4.4 
2.6 
2.7 
2.6 
3.5 2.5 
5.0 
4~2 5.3 
3.0 5.0 
3.0 5.0 
3.0 
3·3 4.5 5.0 
$.0 
5.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
4.5 5.7 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 $.0 
5.0 
6.0 
5.0 
s.o 
5.0 5.0 5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
$.0 5.0 5.0 $.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
$.0 
5.0 
3.0 
3.2 
3.0 
3.2 
2.0 
3.0 
2.2 
3.0 
3.6 
3.1 
1.8 
3.0 
o.o 
2.6 
2.7 
3.0 
3.0 
3·3 3.0 
3.0 
3·0 3.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 \.tJ 
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TABLE III (continued) 
SUMMARY OF AVERAGE READABILITY VALUES 
FOR TYPE SIZE, TYPE BOLDNESS, TYPE FACE, LINE LENGTH 
d =================================================== II Publisher Type size 
Penguin Books 2.6 
Pocket Books Incorporated 1.9 
Popular Library .3.0 
Pyramid Books ~·0 Regnery, Henry and Company .o 
Sagamore Press .3.0 
University of California Press 1.8 
University of Chicago Press 4.9 
University of Pittsburgh Press .3.0 
University of Wisconsin Preas .3.0 
Van Nostrand, D. and Company ~:i Viking Press 
Vintage Books 4.5 
I 
I 
i· ,, 
Type boldness 
~·7 
.o 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
<o••.~-~N--•>¥•- ••··~ 
Type face 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
Line length 
.3.0 
.3 • .3 
.3.1 
.3.0 4.0 
o.o 
4.0 
2.0 4.0 
o.o 4.0 
.3 • .3 
.3.5 
~ 
\1\ 
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particular, predoainating, intermedia'• values. The latter 
would indicate not only variability 1n readability values 
assigned to type sizes, but also in the actual type sizes 
themselves. Evaluation of type size tor each paperback 
revealed the use of type sizes ranging from siX points to 
eleven points. The most frequent type size, however, was 
measured at eight points which was, in effect, three points 
in size below the preferred eleven point type. In view of 
the tore&oing, it is evident that increases in type size 
H 
should result in order to achieve higher readability stand- i! 
ards on this variable. 
!!£! boldness. Variations in type boldness were few 
in comparison to the variations of other typographic fea-
tures. Average readability values for type boldness, in-
dicated in Table III, column 3, ranged from 4.5 to 6.0--a 
It appeared, moreover, that type boldness was of less sig-
., 
i 
nificance than other factors in this study; since publishers); 
used type configurations which were of preferred medium to 
bold thicknesses with a few isolated exceptions. 
!zE! ~· Average readability values for type face 
listed in Table III, column 4, showed only slight 
31 
fran 5.0 to 6.0 with an overwhe~ing majority or 5.0 values. 
In the individual paperback sampling. traditional preferred 
type faces, which were depicted in the rating chart. gave 
.! 
~ i 
il ,, 
:I 
.i 
:I 
., 
way to more modern type styles. The traditional Cheltenham II 
and Antique were indeed in the minority. However, since the! 
research indicated an acceptance of the more modern types, ;! 
these received equal standing with other preferred, tra- 'I p 
ditional type races. 
il 
At this point, the lack of e.xperimen- 1: 
i 
tal research on readability of modern type faces became 
.I 
evident as a basis for evaluation of typographic features in· 
paperback format. 
~ length. Variations in average readability 
values for line length were extreme with the lowest value 
set at 0 and the highest value set at ~.o, as illustrated in 
Table III, column 5. The intermediate values in this range 
also indicated great variability. Such measurement of lime 
lengths for the various size paperbacks. as conducted in 
this study, showed fluctuations from 18 to 24 piee.s. Line 
lengths were found to be longer in the larger, more expenM 
sive paperbacks and shorter in the smaller, less expensive 
paperbacks. Moreover, 18 to 22 picas was the range of line 
length which predominated in the smaller size paperbacks. 
In view of this, it became apparent, with regard to line 
length, that the price of a paperback was indeed not direct-
ly related to ita readability valuel 
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Leading. The average readability values for leading i 
for thirty-eight publishers included in the study are shown 
in Table IV. Of the many .factors influencing readability of;i 
!' 
printed text discussed or evaluated in this study, leading :: 
proved to be the most significant. Actual leading values 
ranged anywhere .from 0 to 3 points while average assigned 'J 
readability values ranged .from 0 to 4. The figures in i! 
Table IV show fifteen publishers out of thirty-eight with 0 
readability values for leading! In effect, these values 
indicated that publishers neglected leading by setting their! 
types solid--a procedure which had a distracting effect on 
readability. 
Paper quality, print ~ background. No variations 
in average readability values for paper quality and con-
trast o.t' print and background were indicated in the study 
as shown in Table V. A constant use of dull, unglazed paper'/ 
on the part of publishers was .found in the sampling taken. 
Similarly, the constant usage of black ink on cream-tinted 
or white paper background predominated. 
i 
:'f 
Average readabilitY:! 
values o.t' 2.0 and 1.0 for paper quality and contrast, re-
spectively, listed in Table V remained constant throughout, j 
thus having the additional characteristic of being the 
least significant of the factors influencing readability in ' 
the paperbound books covered in this study. 
i 
;I 
'I 
' :! 
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TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF AVERAGE READABILITY 
VALUES FOR LEADING 
Publisher 
Ace Books 
Avon Publishing Company 
Ballantine Books 
Bantam Books 
Barnes and Noble 
Barron's Educational Series 
Beacon Press 
Berkley Publishing Corporation 
Dell Publishing Company 
Doubleday and Company 
Dover Publications 
Fawcett Publications 
Fearon Publishers 
Gro'Ve Press 
Indiana University Press 
Liberal Arts Press 
Littlefield. Adams and Company 
Meridian Books 
Modern Library 
Monarch Books 
New American Library 
New Directions Press 
Noble and Noble Publishers 
Noonday Preas 
Oxford Book Company 
Penguin Books 
Pocket Books Incorporated 
Popular Library 
Pyramid Books 
Regnery. Henry and Company 
Sagamore Press 
University of California Press 
University of Chicago Press 
University of Pittsburgh Preas 
University of Wisconsin Press 
Van Nostrand, D. and Company 
Viking Press 
Vintage Books 
Average readability 
values for leading 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.2 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
o.o 
0.6 0.4 
o.s 0.5 
o.o 
2.0 
0.7 4.0 
o.o 
2.7 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
2.0 
o.o 
o.o 
2.0 
1.1 
1.5 
o.o 
o.o 
2.0 
2.0 
o.a 
2.0 
o.o 
2.0 
o.o 
2.0 
1.0 
'i 
;I 
i 
Ji 
!j 
TABLE V 
AVERAGE READABILITY VALUES FOR PAPER QUALITY 
AND CONTRAST OF PRINT WITH BACKGROUND 
Publisher 
Average values 
tor 
paper quality 
Ace Books 
Avon Publishing Company 
Ballantine Books 
Ban tam Books 
Barnes and Noble 
Barron's Educational Series 
Beacon Press 
Berkley Publishing Corporation 
Dell Publishing Company 
Doubleday and Company 
Do·ver Publications 
Fawcett Publications 
Fearon Publishers 
Grove Press 
Indiana University Press 
Liberal Arts Press 
Littlefield, Adams and Company 
Meridian Booka 
Modern Library 
Monarch Books 
New American Library 
New Directions Press 
Noble and Noble Publishers 
Noonday Press 
Oxford Book Company 
Penguin Books 
Pocket Books Incorporated 
Popular Library 
Pyramid Books 
Regnery, Henry and Company 
Sagamore Press 
University of California Press 
University of Chicago Press 
University of Pittsburgh Freas 
University ot Wisconsin Press 
Van Nostrand, D. and Company 
Viking Press 
Vintage Books 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
Average values 
tor 
contrast 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
' ~ l 
·: 
I 
' 
:i 
i 
II ,, 
.I 
I 
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III. TOTAL AVERAGE READABILITY VALUES 
Table VI contains a listing. in descending order. of 
total average readability values per publisher. These 
values given for each publisher were an average of the total 
readability values for each book evaluated from that pub-
lisher's sampling. The range of values in this Table was 
6. with the lower l~its at 19 and the higher l~its at 25. 
Statistical data computed for this distribution sets the 
mean at a value of 21.40. the median at 21.00 and the stand-
ard deviation at 1.65. Although the variability. as ex-
pressed by the range of 6, indicated fluctuation of read-
ability values due to the extreme scores of 25 and 19; the 
variability expressed in terms of standard deviation in-
dicated a situation which was quite different in that the 
readability values fluctuated from the mean value of 21.40 
by an average of only 1.65 units. This standard deviation, 
moreover. took into account twenty-six publishers whose 
readability values lay within a range of 1.65 units on 
either side of the mean in the distribution. 
The highest possible readability value which could 
be assigned according to the rating chart was 29. A total 
of twenty-six publishers attained average readability values 
above the value of 20.3 which was, in effect, a figure 
equivalent to 70 per cent of the highest possible value of 
TABLE VI 
TOTAL AVERAGE READABILITY VALUES, 
LISTED IN DESCENDING ORDER 
42 
Publisher 
Total average readability 
values 
Barron's Educational Series 
Meridian Books 
Liberal Arts Press 
New Directions Press 
Regnery, Henry and Company 
Viking Press 
Oxford Book Company 
Vintage Books 
Grove Press 
Indiana University Press 
Beacon Press 
Littlefield, Adams and Company 
Modern Library 
University or Chicago Press 
New American Library 
Doubleday and Company 
Barnes and Noble 
Noble and Noble Publishers 
Noonday Press 
University of Pittsburgh Press 
Van Nostrand, D. and Company 
Ballantine Books 
Dell Publishing Company 
Pocket Books Incorporated 
University or California Press 
Aoe Books 
Dover Publications 
Popular Library 
Monarch Books 
Pyramid Books 
Bantam Books 
Fawcett Publications 
Berkley Publishing Corporation 
Penguin Books 
Avon Publishing Company 
Fearon Publishers 
Sagamore Press 
University of Wisconsin Press 
25.0 
24.7 24.0 
24.0 24.0 
23.7 
23.0 
23.0 
22.8 
22.7 
22.5 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
21.4 
21.3 
21.0 
21.0 
21.0 
21.0 
21.0 
20.7 
20.7 
20.6 
20.6 
20.3 
20.2: 
20.2 
20.0 
20.0 
19.9 
19.8 
19.6 
19.6 
19.5 
19.0 
19.0 
19.0 
' :, ":f. .;,;,.- ~ -·- :.~,-~ .._ __ ;-:~,;;;. -. 
:l 
I 
.r 
I 
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29. Only twelve publishers attained average readability 
values which were below those in the category mentioned 
above. In brief, it became apparent that paperback books 
were indeed quite readable despite variations of some typo-
graphic features, since averages of readability values 
tended to offset extreme values caused by variations in 
physical format. 
'I 
Variations in readability values for each typographic . 
element evaluated in this study were characterized by a 
"balancing effect" which helped to contribute to the general · 
readability of the paperbacks sampled. Some books contained 
type size which was much smaller than the preferred 8 point 
type; consequently no readability value was assigned to such 
type which subsequently received a nwnerioal designation of 
o. However, in the same books, measurements of leading of 
either 1 or 2 points, for example, tended to offset the 
defects caused by the small type size. Similarly, in the 
larger and more expensive paperbacks some line lengths were 
measured in excess of 24 picas; consequently no readability 
value was accorded to line length and a numerical desig-
nation of 0 was in order. On the other hand, increases in 
preferred type sizes were observed and readability values of 
5 or 6 were assigned. This, too, tended to stabilize any 
loss in readability value due to the prevalence of less 
preferred typographic features. 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In view of the foregoing discussion, in this and the 
preeeeding chapters, one may conclude, in the first place, 
that the establishment of typographic values as being more 
preferred or less preferred was difficult and consequently 
somewhat controversial, since the modes of experimentation 
used on typographic elements such as type size, leading, or 
line length were different. In the second place, the 
evaluation of paperbacks revealed the use of small, less 
preferred type size, the prevalence of some thin-lined type 
configurations, the use of modern types upon which no ex-
perimentation on readability value was performed, the use 
of less readable, less preferred solid set type patterns tn 
leading, the use of elongated line lengths which were of 
the less preferred variety, the use of dull surfaced paper 
quality and the use of black ink on white or cream-tinted 
paper backgrounds which were both highly preferred. In the 1 
third place, it was noted that the prevalence of less read- , 
able typographic features in each paperback evaluated was 
often balanced by the existence of highly readable typo-
graphic features, thus creating an •equilibriumtt in read-
ability values assigned in the rating procedures. 'With the,, 
aid of this balancing effect discussed herein, it was con-
cluded, in tna fourth place, that paperback books were 
indeed readable. 
V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Although the results of this study revealed that the 
format of paperback books was readable, certain recommend-
ations, listed below, could be adopted by publishers in 
order to further improve their readability standards. 
1. An increase in type size to either 10 or 
11 points. 
2. An increase in thickness of type con-
figuration to more bold patterns. 
3• An increase in points in leading to 
2 or 3 points. 
4. The use of shorter line lengths on the 
part of publishers issuing larger size 
paperbacks. 
5. The encouragement of more expertmentation 
on modern type using a less rigid and 
more progressive approach. 
i 
Since many paperbacks on the market were reproduced 
versions of the higher-prieed, clothbound books, via the 
media of modern printing processes, it would be interesting :1 
to examine the results of a readability study, such as this,:i ,, 
of the clothbound books from which reproductions were made. i 
'With a study of this type, moreover, improvements or loss of: 
readability value through the reproductive processes could 
be detected. The results could be highly informative. 
The results of this study have shown that the phys-
ical fo~at ot paperback books is readable. An affirmation 
of their readability through research is not enough, how-
ever. Increased efforts on the part of those concerned with 
the publication and promotion of paperbacks in producing a 
book whose format readability is high would not only improve 
' •I the quality of the printed product, but also increase its 
potential lists of readers by making it acceptable for more q 
! 
extensive use in the nation's schools. :I n 
' 
:I 
.j 
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APPENDIX A. 
Samples o~ a Rating Chart. 
Type Sizes, Type Boldness, Leading. 
Type Faces. and Line Lengths 
Boston Un1 vers1 ty · ,, 
School of Educatioa 
Librar~ 
Fiction -~--------------------Non Fiction 
Rating: Type Size. _______________ __ 
Type Boldness ______________ __ 
Title ·----------------- Leading, ____________________ _ 
Author 
Publis~h-e_r __________________ __ 
Type Face 
Line Lengt-~h------------------
Less than 8 
0 
0 
light 
3 
l 
2 
American 
Typewriter 
0 
Less than l4 
0 
Baper Quality _____________ __ 
Contrast 
8 
3 
2 
4 
Bodoni 
9 
4 
lO 
5 
Type Size 
(points) 
ll 
6 
l2 
5 
Type Boldness 
medium bold 
Leading 
(points) 
3 4 5 
3 
Type Face 
Cheltenham 
Old Style Antique 
Kabel Light 
Gothic 
5 
6 
Line Length 
(picas) 
l4 l5 
-2-
l6 l7 l8 l9 20 
T 4 
dull finish 
2 
Paper Quality 
--------------------Total 
2 
l3 
4 
l4 
3 
More than l4 
0 
extra bold 
3 
6 7 8 
1 0 
Caslon Cloister 
Ga.ramond Black 
Scotch Roman 0 
Baskerville 
5 
2l 22 23 24 More than 24 
-3-z-- 0 i 
glazed finish 
1 
Contrast of Print with Background 
Black ink on white paper Black ink on cream tint paper 
1 
FIGURE l 
RATING CHART 
4 Point 
l.mna Dnnne \OTd. "'' ell ahou' eurytblar J wlebed to lmcrw, Jun u I queettoaed bor; ~~·~• ladeed \hat pot a' of pola.._ 
botr Matter Rldtt tk)od with her. 
6 Point 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything 1 wlehed to know, Just as I questioned 
her; except Indeed that point of pointe, how Maeter Rldd stood with her. 
8 Point 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to know, just 
as I questioned her; except indeed that point of points, how Master 
Ridd stood with her. 
10 Point 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
12 Point 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I 
wished to know, just as I questioned her; except 
indeed that point of points, how Master Ridd 
stood with her. 
14. Point 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything 
I wished to know, just as I questioned her; 
except indeed that point of points, how 
Master Ridd stood with her.* 
*Leonard Carmichael and 
Welter Dearborn, Reeding end 
Visual Fatigue (Ca.mbridge~he 
Riverside Press, 1947), p. 106. 
FIGURE 2 
SAMPLES OF TYPE SIZES 
53 
LIGHT 
MEDIUM 
BOLD 
Lornd Doone told me dll '"bout everythina I wished to 
know, just dS I questioned her1 except indeed thdt point of 
points, how Mdster Ridd stood with her. 
Lama Doone told me all about everything I wished to know, 
lust as I questioned her, except Indeed that point of points, 
how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to 
know, lust as I questioned her; except indeed that point 
of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
EXTRA-BOLD to know, lust as I questioned her; except Indeed 
that point of points, how Master Rldd stood with 
her.* 
*l.eonard Carmichael and 
Walter Dearborn, Reading and V1aual 
Fatigue (Cambridge: !he Riverside 
Press, 1947), P• 107. 
FIGURE 3 
SAMPLES OF 'l'YPE BOLDNESS 
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SOLID SET 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
1 POINT OF LEADING 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
to know, just as ,I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
2 POINTS OF LEADING 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
3 POINTS OF LEADING 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
6 POINTS OF LEADING 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything· I wished 
to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her.* 
*Leonard Carmichael aad 
Walter Dearborn, Reading and Visual 
Fatigue (Cambridge: 1he Riverside 
Preas, 1947), P• 1~5. 
FIGURE 4 
SAMPLES OF LEADING 
55 
e=tofster •ladt 
Jloma aoone tal'b me aU about eberpt{Jfng J tDfi1Jeb to 
knotD, just as J questfoneb ber: extept fnbeeb t{Jat pofnt of 
points, botD .-aster 1\tbb stoob tDitb ber. 
Garamond 
Lorna Doone told me ·all about everything I wished to 
know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that point of 
points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Gothic 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to 
know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that point 
of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Kabel Light 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to 
know, just as I questioned her/ except indeed that point of 
points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Old Style 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Scotch Roman 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to 
know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that point 
of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. * 
*Leonard Carmichael and 
Walter Dearborn, Reading and Viaual 
Fatigue (Cambridge: The RIVerside 
Press, 1947), P• 105. 
FIGURE 5 
SAMPLES OF 'lYPE FACES 
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• 
American Typewriter 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything 
I wished to know, just as I questioned 
her: except indeed that point of points, 
how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Anttque 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished 
to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that 
point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Baskerville 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to 
know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that point of 
points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Bodoni 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to 
know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that point 
of points, how Master Ridd stood w1th her. 
Caslon Old Style 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to 
know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that point of 
points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
Cheltenham 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to know, 
just as I questioned her; except indeed that point of points, how 
Master Ridd stood with her.* 
*Leonard Carmichael and 
Walter Dearborn, Reading and Visual 
Fatigue (Cambridge: !he Riverside 
Presa, 1947), P• 104. 
FIGURE 5 (continued) 
SAMPLES OF TYPE FACES 
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• 
9-PICA LINE LENGlH (38 Millimeters) 
Lorna Doone told me 
all about evelythlng I 
wished to know, just as 
I questioned her; except 
indeed that point of 
points, how Master Ridd 
stood with her. 
13-PICA LINE LENGTII (55 Millimeters) 
Lorna Doone told me· all about 
everything I wished-to know, j1,1st 
as I questioned her; except indeed 
that point of pointsJ how Master 
Ridd stood with her. 
19-PICA LINE LENGTII (80 Millimerers) 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I 
lrished to know, just as I questioned her; except in-
deed that point of points, how Master Ridd stood 
with her. 
29-PICA LINE LENGTII (l22 Millimeters) 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to know, just as I ques-
tioned her; except indeed that point of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. 
43-PICA I..Il'I.'E LENGOI (180 Millimeters) 
Lorna Doone told me all about everything I wished to know, just as I questioned her; except indeed that point 
of points, how Master Ridd stood with her. * 
*Leonard Ca~iohael and Walter Dearborn, Reading and Visual 
Fatigue (Cambridge: The Riverside Press, 1947), P• 114:-
FIGURE 6 
SAMPLES OF LINE LENGTHS 
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APPENDIX B. 
Original Rating Charts Used 
in the Paperback Sampling 
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